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About This Game

Lowglow - an audiovisual puzzle journey.

-Beautiful graphics that play with glow and darkness like no other game before.
-Tranquil ambient musics combined with dynamic sfx create a soothing and engaging gameplay experience.

-As the game progresses it offers the player lots of different mechanics, keeping the gameplay fresh.
-All of this is being tied together with a story that takes the player on a journey to save the realm of Umbralite.

-Be warned! You will forget the surrounding world when you get sucked into the Lowglow!

Features

The game includes over 100 mind-bending levels. The gameplay is physics driven and plays with different gravitations, pushes,
pulls and portals for starters. You are an astral light drop in the endless sea of darkness, trying to bring shine where it's needed

the most.

Each set of levels has a strong theme where the coloring, audio and mechanics vary greatly. The levels have lots of weird
mechanics that are sure to keep you entertained throughout the game.
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I'm not good at this game, but it's very gracious about that. Nice sound effects and ambient noise; very calm.

There's a helpful "extra line" mechanic where you can carry forward earned "cheat" lines, in case you can't figure out how to get
the drops of light to bounce into the thingie without that extra ricochet.

Like I said, this doesn't come easily to me--you should see me at miniature golf--so it's good that the puzzles just have a few
lines to finagle each. You're not setting up a huge Lemmings maze that you know in the back of your mind you'll have to rebuild if
you give up.

This review sounds like Angry Idiot Reviews Simple Puzzle Games, but as far as that goes, this is an enjoyable one.
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